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Why cereal MUS T come before  milk

Cereal Must Come Before Milk
    The not-so-controversial topic of why cereal must come before milk shall finally end with the completion of this
short essay. While most of the human population statistically puts cereal before milk, there is a small majority that
goes against the odds and puts the liquid before its solid counterpart. The importance of cereal is great when it is
involved in a two-ingredient recipe of cereal and milk. The breakfast is named after cereal; it is not called milk.
Therefore, the importance of the cereal dish must be expressed by being the first component of this dish. With
breakfast being the most important meal of the day, it is crucial to get it right. 
     When milk is poured first, one cannot know how much cereal will be present in the dish as it disappears into the
obscured view of the milk void. However, when cereal is poured first, verifiable knowledge of the amount of cereal
is understood. Henceforth, the consumer can easily append enough milk to complement the major part of their dish.
Also, the delicate cereal to milk ratio is easily destroyed when one pours milk first, leaving no milk to wash down the
remaining cereal. 
     Furthermore, if milk is poured before the cereal, and the inevitable absence of cereal arrives, then one is stuck
with a bowl of milk, which would cause either a messy transfer of milk to the carton (accompanied with milk spilling
everywhere on the counter), or simply needing to chug the milk, forcing every swallow of milk to be accompanied
with the thought of how upset they are for the absence of cereal, and how witless they are for making this choice.
For it is no one’s fault but their own (or their egocentric sibling for devouring the last bowl of cereal, who is
probably cackling at their suffering). However, if the cereal is poured first, and the absence of milk commences, then
at least the cereal can be cleanly transferred back into the box with no mess, or even eaten dry. 
     While one may ask the ignorant question, “Why can the cereal be eaten dry, but the milk can’t?” The beginning of
the answer would be that milk cannot be eaten dry, for it is a liquid. Additionally, when one brainlessly pours milk
into the bowl expecting a delightful breakfast of cereal, it is beyond disappointing for there to be no cereal.
Compared to the absence of milk, at least then one can eat cereal with its unique flavor instead of the guaranteed
taste of milk.
     The order of milk before cereal very well may be the reason people of the morning are cranky monsters. Simply
because they knowingly started their day off wrong. This is a sincere call to action to bring awareness to the
unfortunate souls who put milk before cereal in their bowls. If this reader ever comes to sight with a person who
makes this grave mistake, it then must become the first priority to halt the foolish action before a drop emerges from
the carton. Educate the people who are not lactose intolerant (unless they drink almond milk, of course). Spread the
word of this dire subject. Be the activist for an immediate social change in the name of cereal. Hatred can be
expelled from this Earth if humanity collectively joins together in order to bring an end to the atrocious actions that
some commit at dawn.
 
 
 


